
Hope in 2021 

What does hope usually mean? O__________ in the face of 

U___________ 

But Bible Hope is a C___________E___________ 

 

Hope’s F_____________ 

We have a Living H_____ because we have a L________ 

S_________ 

Our hope is based on the h__________ f_______ of Jesus 

And a P__________ Knowledge of salvation. 

A confident knowledge we have been s_______ by Jesus 

 

Hope’s F_________ 

Some people are easier to t_______ than others. 

God is the ultimate t___________ person 

We can put our h______ in him 

In Psalm ____ - we need to talk s_____ to ourselves, 

When the situation seems quite h__________... we put our 

hope in G_____ 

 

Hope’s R___________ 

We are promised – an i__________ - kept for u___ 

And we are k______ for it! 

These trials are just for a l______ while 

But we can greatly r___________ 

 

Hope’s L___________ 

We put our hope f_______ in God’s grace 

We need to be o_________ children,   

And be h________ 

And l_________ one another. 

 

Hope’s A_________ 

Our different lifestyle should be n_________ 

A hope we can s__________ 

For there are those without h_____ and without G_______ 

 

 

 



Hope in 2021 

What does hope usually mean? __________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

Eg. _________________________________________________ 

But Bible Hope is a C___________E___________ 

 

Hope’s F_____________ 

We have a Living H_____ because we have_________________ 

___________________________ 

Our hope is based on the h__________ f_______ of Jesus 

And a P__________ Knowledge of salvation. 

A confident knowledge _________________________________ 

 

Hope’s F_________ 

Some people are easier to t_______ than others. 

God is the ultimate t___________ person 

We can put our h______ in him 

What advice can we take from from Psalm 42? 

____________________________________________________ 

When the situation seems quite h__________... we put our 

hope in G_____ 

 

Hope’s R___________ 

We are promised – an i__________ - kept for u___ 

And we are k______ for it! 

These trials are just for ________________________ 

But we can greatly r___________ 

 

Hope’s L___________ 

We put our hope f_______ in God’s grace 

We need to __________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Hope’s A_________ 

Our different lifestyle should be n_________ 

A hope we can s__________ 

For there are those without h_____ and without G_______ 



 


